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Study Team and Project Details
 Team:

 GENIVAR, TetrES Consultants and City of
Portage la Prairie

 What we looked at:
 Source and intake conditions
 Treatment processes
 Distribution system
 Maintenance and Operations for processes
 Staffing, energy, communications and supplies



Study Scope
 What was assessed?

 City of Portage la Prairie
Waterworks Infrastructure
 PIEVC Category 4: Water

Resource System &
Management Infrastructure



City of Portage la Prairie



Site Layout





Selection of Climate Variables…

•Defined a study area, assessed available Environment Canada met stations



Climate Modelling
 Ouranos – looked at historic

normals and projections

 Using data from selected
Environment Canada met
stations

 Ouranos calculated 2020, 2050
and 2080 forecast horizons



Climate Modelling..
 For future climate projections the

Study Team relied upon the data
received from Ouranos using the
Canadian Regional Climate
Model (CRCM4)

 The model projected data for the
local weather monitoring
locations by downscaling Global
Climate Model (CGCM3.1)



Predicted Future Changes



Predicted Future Changes..

Climate modelling was
completed by Ouranos



Summary: Predicted Climate Changes
 Monthly average maximum

Temperature will increase (warmer
summers and winters)
 exceeding 6o C in 2080

 The frequency and amount of rain
and snow will increase (wetter)

 Fewer days with frost
 Extreme events (tornado,

thunderstorms, wind gusts, rapid
melt) will increase



Lack of Data on….
 Ice storms
 Tornados
 Flash Floods
 Windstorms
 Ice storms
 High precipitation

events (intense
rainfall or blizzards)



Core Questions to Consider
 What is current condition of your

water infrastructure assets?
 Pipes?
 Pumps?
 Tanks?
 Building?
 Other system assets?

 What is the required level of
performance and how does this
compare to your current
performance?

 Can you easily meet required level
of service, or is it a struggle?



Core Questions to Consider…

 Of all your infrastructure
assets, which are critical to
sustained performance of
your system?

 If you don’t know with
confidence, the PIEVC
Protocol will get you asking
the right questions, help you
screen through to identify
criticalities



Protocol’s Infrastructure Performance
Criteria
 Structural Serviceability
 Serviceability
 Functionality
 Operations & Maintenance
 Emergency Response Risks
 Insurance Considerations
 Policies and Procedures
 Economics
 Public Health & Safety
 Environmental Effects



PIEVC Protocol Steps

 A 5-Step Process
1. Project Definition
2. Data Gathering &

Sufficiency
3. Risk Assessment
4. Engineering Analysis
5. Conclusions &

Recommendations





How We Assessed Various Systems
 Current Waterworks

Infrastructure:
 Personnel
 Source Water (Assiniboine River)
 Raw Water Transmission
 Water Treatment Facilities
 Treated Water Storage
 Water Distribution Network
 Electrical Power
 Transportation
 Communication



Risk Assessment
 Identified

relationships
between
infrastructure,
climate and
other factors
leading to
vulnerability

 Summarized in
the Risk
assessment
spreadsheet
(documents
assumptions)



Risk Assessment and Thresholds…

R= P x S



Qualitative Risk Assessment…
 Risk is product of Probability of

Extreme Event (P) and Severity
of the Component Response (S)

R= P x S
 Compare to Protocol’s

Relationship Priority Scale



Study Team Master Results Matrix



Study Workshop
 A highly valuable

exercise, allows
confirmation of:
 Protocol data and

workflow
 Climate data availability,

suitability and
applicability

 Vulnerability assessment
rationale, results and
verification with system
operators and managers



Engineering Analysis
 Determine the

relationship between
performance response
loads and the
infrastructure capacity

 Vulnerability exists if the
load exceeds the capacity
of the infrastructure



Engineering Analysis



Recommendations fall into 4 categories

Recommendations



Recommendations



Recommendations
Vulnerabilities of the pre-treatment facilities and equipment related to high

temperature, floods, ice jams, ice build-up and drought were noted.

For high temperature climate variables, no action is recommended. Using professional
judgment due to insufficient data, it is not expected that greater vulnerability exists
due to future changes of high temperatures and related effect on water quality. It is
assumed that the range of water quality changes under these events will not exceed
current seasonal spikes and water quality variables. Based on this assumption, the
infrastructure has existing capability.

For floods, ice jams and ice build-up, no action is recommended. Using professional
judgment due to insufficient data, it is not expected that greater vulnerability exists
due to future changes of floods, ice jams and ice build-up and related effect on water
quality. It is assumed that the range of water quality changes under these events will
not exceed current seasonal variations. Based on this assumption, the infrastructure
has existing capability.

For drought, additional study is required. The vulnerability of the pre-treatment system
to drought was assumed by engineering judgment to be very high. Data was not
available to confirm this assumption. The City should review drought related issued
with the Province of Manitoba to establish water rights priorities in the event of
drought on the Assiniboine River. The City should also request that the Province
further study the Assiniboine River watershed for climate change effects.
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